Part 1: **Expressive Skills** – max 30 points
   your performance has been evaluated prior to the date of this written examination

Part 2: **Receptive Skills** – max 20 points (2 pts each) — answer on scantron, #1-10

Part 3: **Comprehension** – max 30 points (2 pts each) — answer on scantron, #11-25

Part 4: **Expressive (Presentational) Skills** – max 20 points — two tasks recorded by student, #26-28

**STUDENT AFFIRMATION**
I do hereby affirm, at the close of this examination, that I had no unlawful knowledge of the questions or answers prior to the examination and that I have neither given nor received assistance in answering any of the questions during the examination.

Signature __________________________

**TEACHER USE ONLY**

Part 4
Students will select two of three tasks from #26, 27, and 28.

Task 1 (#____) Raw Score (Sum of scores for the six dimensions of the rubric for this question) ________
   Converted Score (Credit for this question from Conversion Chart) Max Credit=10

Task 2 (#____) Raw Score (Sum of scores for the six dimensions of the rubric for this question) ________
   Converted Score (Credit for this question from Conversion Chart) Max Credit=10

Part 4 Credit (Add Converted Scores for both tasks) Max total credit=20
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